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1 The Coev2Net algorithm

We developed Coev2Net (Fig 2), an algorithm that exploits conservation of
residues in and around the interface to predict protein-protein interactions.
Coev2Net consists of four stages: 1) seeding the co-evolution, 2) simulating co-
evolution, 3) construction of a probabilistic graph, and 4) prediction.

Stage 1: Seeding the co-evolution. To overcome sampling issues, we start
from regions in the sequence space that we know are in high-probability in-
teraction regions. Therefore, we seed the co-evolution with data from known
complexes. For a given SCOPPI family, the set of training complexes are aligned
using the alignment program CMAPi [3]. CMAPi employs a contact map repre-
sentation to efficiently align multiple interfaces and thereby improve alignments
as compared to other sequence and structure based techniques [3]. A contact map
is a binary matrix representation of the residue-residue interactions between two
proteins. If the distance between any two heavy atoms of the two residues is less
than 4.5 Å, the corresponding entry in the contact map is 1, and 0 otherwise. In
the following steps, the aligned interface sequences are used for the initialization
(seed) of co-evolution.

Stage 2: Simulating co-evolution. Similar to the natural process of evolution,
our simulation has a mutation and a selection step for the evolved sequences.

Mutation. For each pair of aligned seed sequences (full proteins forming the
complex), additional sequences are constructed via random mutations according
to a probability distribution based on paired positions within interfaces of com-
plexes (Figs S1). To perform a mutation at a contact, we first randomly fix one



amino acid in the contact, and sample the contacting amino acid from a distri-
bution conditioned on the fixed amino acid (See Fig S2a for a schematic). The
new contact thus has one amino acid as before, and the contacting amino acid
mutated according to a conditional probability distribution (from Fig S1). Each
contact is treated independently, with 5% of the interface contacts mutated at
each step. For non-contacting residues mutations are performed independently
in the two proteins according to the BLOSUM62 matrix. Again, 5% of the non-
contacting residues are mutated in one step (Fig S2b). The percentage of mu-
tations to carry out in one step (i.e. 5%) was decided based on previous studies
on simulated evolution for remote homolog detection [2].

Fig. S1: Singleton and pairwise probabilities at the interface computed from a
database of non-redundant complexes. In the rightmost figure, red indicates high
probability values, green indicates low and black, the mid-range value

Selection. The new sequences are first aligned to the HMMs representing
the corresponding families [6], and the alignment scores computed. They are
then accepted or rejected in a stochastic manner, based on their joint fitness
score (Fig S2b). If E1 and E2 are the (negative) alignment scores for the two
evolved sequences w.r.t the HMMs, then the following function α is computed
and used to select new sequences:

α = (PnewΠjp
old
j )/(P oldΠjp

new
j )

P ∝ exp(−E1 − E2)

pj = quniprot, j is not an interface position

= q, otherwise

(1)
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Fig. S2: a) Mutating a single contact at the interface. The red color indicates the
contact selected to be mutated. The blue arrow represents the mutation step,
with the corresponding distribution from which the mutated amino acid is drawn
indicated. b) For each interface (complex) in the training set, 5 % of the contacts
are mutated as in a and 5% on the non-contacting residues are mutated using a
BLOSUM62 matrix. The new sequences are stochastically accepted or rejected
by calculating the change in a joint fitness score (α)



where quniprot is the amino-acid distribution in Uniprot; q the amino-acid
distribution at the interface from a selected non-redundant set of complexes (Fig
S1); and α the probability of the mutations at the interface being accepted. If
α > 1, the new sequences are accepted automatically. However, to incorporate
diversity into the evolved sequences, we also accept sequences with a certain
probability even if this ratio is low. A random number is drawn uniformly from
[0,1], and the new sequences are accepted if this number is less than α. Intuitively,
α represents how likely it is the sequences (interface) belong to the co-evolving
families, as compared to a model that considers all positions independent. We
show that simulated co-evolution, viewed through the lens of a high-dimensional
sampling problem, leads to the same co-evolution and selection step (see proof
below). Along the course of the simulation, we monitor the sum of the entropies of
all the sequence positions, and only retain sequences at an interval of 10 iterations
after this value converges. These sequences are non-redundant representatives of
their respective families, with the added feature that they are assumed to be
interacting.

Stage 3: Interface profile (PGM). A probabilistic graphical model (PGM) is
then constructed for a particular SCOPPI family, based on the observed correla-
tions at the interface in sequences simulated by co-evolution (stage 2). Once the
MCMC has converged, we sample 1000 interacting sequence pairs per training
complex as our interacting set. To model the correlations between residues of the
interacting proteins, we use the Sanghavi-Tan-Willsky algorithm [4] to construct
two trees– one for the simulated interacting proteins and one for background cor-
relations. The trees are the maximum-likelihood estimate over tree-like graphs of
the generating distribution for the simulated sequences. They are computed by
solving a maximum-weight spanning tree problem on a graph whose nodes are
the residues and edges are weighted by the mutual information between the two
residue positions (nodes). The mutual information between two residue positions
is calculated from the corresponding empirical pairwise and singleton distribu-
tions in the set of simulated sequences. For more details, we refer the reader
to Sanghvi, Tan and Willsky [4]. The maximum-weight spanning tree problem
within STW is solved using NetworkXs implementation of Kruskals algorithm
[1]. Our choice of a tree graphical model is mainly due to the computational is-
sues; trees are easy for both learning and inference. The PGMs are pre-computed
and used for prediction.

Stage 4: Classifier. In the final stage, we build a classifier to predict protein-
protein interactions using the probabilistic graphical model. For a given pair of
proteins for which we need to predict interaction, we first predict the interface
through threading to a suitable template (see main text). For this predicted in-
terface, we evaluate the interface using the PGMs corresponding to the template.
The interface is evaluated by calculating the log-likelihood of the predicted in-
terface residues w.r.t the PGM. We split the tree log-likelihood scores into edge
(i.e residue-residue propensity) and node (i.e. single residue propensity) contri-
butions, and train a logistic-regression classifier using these scores. Additionally,
we include sequence lengths, the alignment features from the threading and size



of the trees as features in the classifier (see main text). We further use cross-
validation to train the classifiers and avoid overfitting.

1.1 Proof of equivalence of simulated co-evolution and
high-dimensional sampling

Our procedure for simulated co-evolution involving the mutation/selection steps
is equivalent to a high-dimensional sampling problem. We can model evolution
as nature sampling from a complicated distribution that describes the interact-
ing sequences in the two families (of the proteins). The distribution, which can
be modeled as a graph, has the two HMMs, one for each family, and edges at the
interface to couple the two HMMs together. In general, calculating the partition
function and profiles (or marginals) is computationally intractable [7]; therefore
we use a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique to draw sample se-
quences from this distribution. If E1 and E2 are the (negative) alignment scores
for the two evolved sequences w.r.t the HMMs, then we assume the form of this
distribution to be:

P eq ∝ exp(−E1 − E2 − Eint)

Eint = −
∑

interface

log(Q(a, b)/q(a)q(b)) (2)

where the interface energy term Eint is obtained by summing over all con-
tacts (a, b). Q(q) is the pairwise (singleton) distribution shown in Fig S1. Let
X1

i , X
2
j , i = 1..n, j = 1..m be the amino acids at the interface (< 10Å ) of the

two interacting proteins (complex) that are in the contact map constructed by
CMAPi. At each iteration of the MCMC, the goal is to construct X1,new

i , X2,new
j

from X1,old
i , X2,old

j by mutating a fraction of the residues. We treat each contact
independently, so we can look at the mutation for a single contact. For each
contact (i, j) at the interface, we first randomly select a protein from the pair
and fix the corresponding amino acid in the contact. Let that protein be 1, say.
The contacting amino acid in protein 2 (at position j) is then chosen from the
following probability distribution (see Fig S2):

X2,new
j ∼ Q(.|X1,new

i )

X1,new
i = X1,old

i

(3)

where the conditional probabilities are computed from the distributions in
Fig S1. For non-interface residues, the BLOSUM62 matrix is used (by comput-
ing the conditional probabilities) to mutate residues independently in the two
proteins. The new sequences are then aligned to the HMMs representing their
families and are accepted or rejected using a Metropolis-Hastings criterion based
on their alignment scores and the interface energy Eint.



Metropolis-Hastings criterion Since we treat each contact independently
while sampling, let us assume for the sake of simplicity that there is only one
contact (a, b). In the simulated sequences, this is evolved to (a′, b). Because we
simulate co-evolution of the contact one residue at a time, the ratio of transition
probabilities will be (old → new over new → old):

J int = Q(a|b)/Q(a′|b) = Q(a, b)/Q(a′, b) (4)

where Q is the pairwise distribution shown in Fig S1. For the mutation of
non-interface residues, since the two partners are mutated independently, the
ratio of transition probabilities will just be the product across all non-interface
positions:

Jnon−int = Πquniprot(x
old|xnew)/Πquniprot(x

new|xold)

= Πquniprot(x
old)/Πquniprot(x

new)
(5)

where quniprot is the Uniprot distribution. The Metropolis-Hastings criterion
can then be written as:

α = P eq(Xnew) ∗ J int ∗ Jnon−int/P eq(Xold)

P eq(Xnew) = Pnew ∗Q(a′, b)/(q(a′)q(b))

P eq(Xold) = P old ∗Q(a, b)/(q(a)q(b))

P ∝ exp(−E1 − E2)

(6)

Note that the pairwise probability terms, Q(a, b) and Q(a′, b), in P eq(Xnew)∗
J int/P eq(Xold) cancel each other, leaving only the product of singleton proba-
bilities. Therefore:

α = (PnewΠjp
old
j )/(P oldΠjp

new
j )

P ∝ exp(−E1 − E2)

pj = quniprot, j is not an interface position

= q, otherwise

(7)

where recall that quniprot is the amino-acid distribution in Uniprot; q the
amino-acid distribution at the interface from a selected non-redundant set of
complexes (Fig S1). This is exactly our fitness score used to select the co-evolved

interfaces in the Selection step. QED

Note that this MCMC procedure allows us to efficiently compute any pairwise
correlations, even those that are not contact based; a feature not possible without
our sampling-based procedure.

2 Datasets

All crystal structures were obtained from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Sin-
gleton and pairwise amino-acid probabilities at the interface were calculated



from a 50% non-redundant set of complexes downloaded from the 3DComplex
database http://supfam.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/elevy/3dcomplex/Home.cgi. Here,
two residues were assumed to be interacting if any heavy atom in one residue on
one protein was at a distance of less than 5 from any heavy atom on the other
residue in the partner protein. The calculated singleton and pairwise probabilities
calculated are shown in the Fig S1. As one would expect, hydrophobic residues
(A, V, L) are highly represented at the interface, whereas cysteine has the lowest
propensity. Interestingly, Arg, Gly and Glu show up with a high propensity as
well, indicating a preference for ionic and H-bond interactions at interfaces. This
is in contrast to the general composition in globular proteins, where Arg is less
frequent than Ala, Glu, and Gly is found at a much lower frequency .

All the MAPK PPI data was taken from Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010) and
Vinayagam et al. (2011). The negative dataset used in evaluation of the classifier
(PDB-negative) was downloaded from the negatome database http://mips.helmholtz-
muenchen.de/proj/ppi/negatome/. In these datasets, only the sequences that
could be aligned to templates belonging to families for which we could apply
the simulated evolution protocol were considered. Sequences that had a z-score
less than 5 for their alignment were discarded and such alignments were deemed
not confident enough to give an accurate inference. In the Bandyopadhyay set,
we could get predictions for 461 interactions; in the Vinu set, 1025 interactions,
and in the negatome (PDB-negative set), 330 non-interactors. The Bandyopad-
hyay set was further divided into a 173 Core set of interactions, defined by the
authors, and the rest as non-core.

3 Results

3.1 Coev2Net benchmarking

To carry out the benchmarking for Coev2Net, we evaluate performance on known
complexes in SCOPPI, a database of structural interfaces. SCOPPI records ho-
momeric structural complexes as well and defines biologically relevant interfaces
using number of contacts and buried surface area. We have used the definition
of biounits as implemented in SCOPPI to deal with interfaces due to crystallo-
graphic symmetry. In our predictions, we have not used homomeric complexes
for threading.

Cross-validation on SCOPPI. For each family in SCOPPI having three or
more non-redundant complexes (< 50% sequence identity), we randomly select
one as a Test Set and the remaining complexes as the Training Set. RAPTOR
[8] is used to align the test sequences to the training templates, and the best
alignment (based on RAPTOR’s z score) selected for evaluation. Because of
limited datasets (∼ 45 families that meet our criterion of non-redundancy in
SCOPPI and ∼ 300 negative pairs from the manually curated PDB-negative set
(see Datasets)) [5], we use a 5-fold cross-validation to train and test the classifier.

Limited complex families. Additionally, for SCOPPI families that have only
two non-redundant complexes, Coev2Net gives similar results (Fig S3). To test



on these families, one complex (of the two) was chosen randomly, and the cor-
relation graph computed as before, except for the multiple interface alignment
stage. The classifier trained on multiple complex families was used to compute
the probability of interaction of the test complex. As can be seen in Fig S3, the
algorithm is able to successfully use relevant correlations, even in the absence of
multiple complexes for a given family, to help identify conserved structural fea-
tures. Note that iWRAP cannot handle such families as it cannot build interface
profiles due to the limited number of complexes.

3.2 Abundance of SNPs

To compute association between PolyPhen annotations (’benign’ and ’damag-
ing’) and our prediction of the SNP’s location, we calculated the p-value using a
2x2 contingency table. Similarly to calculate association between SNPs and the
location, we computed the p-value using a 2x2 contingency table with one group-
ing as total number of interface/non-interface residues and the other grouping as
the occurrence/non-occurence of a SNP at that location. To verify abundance,
we first normalized the occurrence of a SNP at a site by the number of such sites
in the protein (a site is either an interface or a non-interface), and then per-
formed a mann-whitney (paired) test to compute the p-value for the difference
between the mean of the two densities (for the two types of sites).
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Fig. S3: Cross-validation results on SCOPPI. (left) Results on SCOPPI families
having 3 or more complexes. (right) Results on SCOPPI families having only 2
complexes (1 training and 1 test)
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